We present an analysis of Chandra X-ray spectra of the gravitationally lensed active galactic nuclei Q J0158−4325, HE 0435−1223, SDSS J1004+4112, HE 1104−1805, and Q 2237+0305. We confirm the previous detections of FeKα emission lines in most images of these objects with high significance. The line energies range from 5.8 to 6.8 keV with widths from unresolved to 0.6 keV, and these lines are consistent with emission close to spinning black holes viewed at different inclination angles. We also confirm the positive offset from the Iwasawa-Taniguchi effect, the inverse correlation between the equivalent width of metal emission lines and the X-ray luminosity in AGN, where our measured equivalent widths are larger in lensed quasars. We attribute this effect to microlensing, and perform a microlensing likelihood analysis to constrain the emission size of the relativistic reflection region and the spin of supermassive black holes, assuming that the X-ray corona and the reflection region, responsible for the iron emission line, both follow power-law emissivity profiles. The microlensing analysis yields strong constraints on the spin and emissivity index of the reflection component for Q 2237+0305, with a > 0.92 and n > 5.4. For the remaining four targets, we jointly constrain the two parameters, yielding a = 0.8 ± 0.16 and an emissivity index of n = 4.0 ± 0.8, suggesting that the relativistic X-ray reflection region is ultra-compact and very close to the innermost stable circular orbits of black holes, which are spinning at close to the maximal value. We successfully constrain the half light radius of the emission region to < 2.4 r g = GM/c 2 for Q 2237+0305 and in the range 5.9-7.4 r g for the joint sample.
INTRODUCTION
The X-ray spectra of active galactic nuclei (AGN) are characterized by continuum emission that is well modeled by a power law (e.g., Guilbert & Rees 1988 ; C.S. Reynolds & Nowak 2003; Brenneman 2013) . The UV emission of the accretion disk provides the seed photons and these photons are then inverse Compton scattered by relativistic electrons in the corona to produce the continuum. A portion of these photons are scattered back to the accretion disk and can can create a reprocessed or reflected emission component including fluorescent emission lines, most notably, the Fe Kα emission line at 6.4 keV in the source rest frame (Guilbert & Rees 1988; Fabian et al. 1995 ; C.S. Reynolds & Nowak 2003; Brenneman 2013) . The exact locations of the reflection are not well constrained and the process can occur at multiple locations, from the inner accretion disk, disk, broad line regions, to the torus.
Measuring the spins of super-massive black holes (SMBH) at the centers of AGN is important because it is related to the growth history of the black holes, their interaction with the environment, the launching of relativistic jets, and the size of the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) (e.g., Thorne, K. S. 1974; Blandford & Znajek 1977; Fabian 2012; Brenneman 2013; Chartas et al. 2017 ). For example, as a SMBH grows it can provide matter and energy to its surrounding environment through outflows (Fabian 2012) . One important method to estimate spins models the general relativistic (GR) and special relativistic (SR) distortions of the Fe Kα emission line (e.g., Brenneman 2013; C.S. Reynolds 2014) . This method has been applied to many nearby Seyferts with most estimates being close to the maximal spin (C.S. Reynolds 2014) . Another approach is to model the UV-optical SEDs of high redshift quasars (e.g., Capellupo et al. 2015 Capellupo et al. , 2017 . These studies again find high spins for high redshift quasars.
Quasar microlensing has significantly improved our understanding of the accretion disks (e.g., Dai et al. 2010; Morgan et al. 2010; Mosquera et al. 2013; Blackburne et al. 2014 Blackburne et al. , 2015 MacLeod et al. 2015) and non-thermal emission regions (e.g., Pooley et al. 2006 Pooley et al. , 2007 Morgan et al. 2008; Chartas et al. 2009 Chartas et al. , 2016 Chartas et al. , 2017 Dai et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011 Chen et al. , 2012 Guerras et al. 2017 ) of quasars, and the demographics of microlenses in the lens galaxy (e.g., Blackburne et al. 2014; Guerras et al. 2018) . Since the magnification diverges on the caustics produced by the lensing stars, quasar microlensing can constrain arbitrarily small emission regions if they can be isolated from other emission, in position, velocity, or energy. In particular, microlensing can be used to constrain the spin of black holes by measuring the ISCO size.
In this paper, we will utilize the excess equivalent width (EW) difference between lensed and unlensed quasars first summarized by Chen et al. (2012) to constrain the size of the reflection region and the spin of quasars. This paper is organized as follows. We present the Chandra observations and the data reduction in Section 2 and the spectral analysis in Section 3. In Section 3 we discuss the significance of the iron line detections and we confirm the offset of Fe Kα equivalent widths of lensed quasars. In Section 4, we carry out a microlensing analysis to estimate the size of the Fe Kα emission region and the spin of the black hole. We discuss the results in Section 5. We assume cosmological parameters of Ω M = 0.27, Ω Λ = 0.73, and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 throughout the paper.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
The observations used in this paper were made with the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer ) on board Chandra X-ray Observatory (Weisskopf et al. 2002) . Chandra has a point spread function (PSF) of 0 ′′ .5 and is therefore able to resolve most of the multiple images in lensed systems since they have a typical image separation of 1-2 ′′ . We used two sets of data in this analysis. The first, which we call Data Set 1, mainly comes from the Chandra Cycle 11 program and the second, which we call Data Set 2, comes from Chandra Cycles 14-15. We analyzed five lenses: Q J0158−4325, HE 0435−1223, SDSS J1004+4112, HE 1104−1805, and Q 2237+0305. The lens properties are summarized in Table 1 . All the data were reprocessed using the Chandra X-ray Center CIAO 4.7 software tool chandra repro, which takes data that have already passed through the Chandra X-ray Center Standard Data Processing and filters the event file on the good time intervals, grades, cosmic ray rejection, transforms to celestial coordinates, and removes any observation-specific bad pixel files.
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
We extracted spectra using the CIAO 4.7 software tool specextract. We used circular extraction regions with a radius of 0
′′
.72, which is less than the typical image separation but greater than the PSF of Chandra. We chose this extraction radius to balance the needs for maximizing the signalto-noise ratio (S/N) of the spectrum from a lensed image while minimizing the contamination from the other nearby lensed images. For the cluster lens, SDSS J1004+4112, we instead used circles with a radius 1 ′′ .5, because the lensed images are well separated in this system and are therefore not contaminated by the other images. The extraction regions were centered on the positions found from the PSF fits performed in Guerras et al. (2017) to the X-ray images. For the background regions, a circular region with radius of 0
.72 was reflected through the position of the other images of the lens to account for both large scale backgrounds and any contamination from the other images. For SDSS J1004+4112, we used partial annuli to account for the non-negligible X-ray contamination from the X-ray emission of the cluster that acts as the lens for this object. We also extracted "Total" spectra using circular regions that encompass all images. Again, SDSS J1004+4112 was treated differently and the "Total" spectra is the sum of the individual image spectra. These regions are similar to those used in Chen et al. (2012) , where a spectral analysis was performed for Data Set 1. Chartas et al. (2017) also performed an analysis on individual epochs of RX J1131−1231, Q J0158−4325, and SDSS J1004+4112.
We fit the extracted spectra using the NASA HEASARC software XSPEC V12.9. We used a simple power-law model for the direct X-ray continuum and then added Gaussian components for any emission lines. These were modified by Galactic absorption (Dickey & Lockman 1990 ) and absorption from the lens. Galactic absorption was fixed for each system to the values given in Table 1 . The lens absorption was a free parameter in the fitting process, unless there was no evidence for absorption in the lens. In these cases, the lens absorption was set to zero. The source and lens redshifts are also listed in Table 1. The spectral fitting results for combined data, Data Set 1, and Data Set 2 are given  in Tables 2, 3 , and 4 respectively. In these tables, we report the photon index Γ, the lens absorption N H , the Gaussian line properties (rest frame line energy, width, and EW) 1 , the reduced χ 2 of the fit, the null-hypothesis probability of the fit, the analytical and Monte Carlo calibrated significances of the metal line, and the absorption free and macro magnification corrected X-ray luminosity L X over the 10-50 keV rest frame range. We fit the spectra in the 0.4-8.0 keV observed frame. The XSPEC command dummyrsp was used to extend our model to 50 keV. The magnifications were calculated using the equation
where κ and γ are the surface mass density and shear for each image, and we adopted the values from Table 9 of Guerras et al. (2017) . The spectral fits and ∆χ 2 plots are shown in Figures 1-5. We detected the FeKα emission line at high significances (> 99%) in the combined, "Total" spectra in four out of five lenses and with a weaker detection in HE 1104−1805 (see Table 2 ). For the combined data sets of the individual images, we detected the FeKα line with high significance (> 99%) in ten images of the combined data sets, and we detected low significance FeKα lines in Q J0158−4325 image B, HE 0435−1223 images A, B, and D, and HE 1104−1805 image A (see Table 2 ). We were unable to obtain a stable fit for HE 1104−1805 image B that included the iron emission line.
Analyzing the data sets separately, we detected the FeKα emission line in the "Total" image for SDSS J1004+4112 and Q 2237+0305 with > 99% significance for Data Set 1. We have a weak detection in the "Total" image for Q J0158−4325, HE 0435−1223, and HE 1104−1805 (see Table 3 ). For the individual images, we find > 99% significant detections only in the images of SDSS J1004+4112 and Q 2237+0305. The rest have weak detections except for Q J0158−4325 image B, HE 0435−1223 image D, and HE 1104−1805 image B where we were unable to obtain stable fits for that included the iron emission line. Compared to the analysis of Chen et al. (2012) of Data Set 1, the line detections and significance values are generally consistent, however, with the significance values reported in this paper slightly more conservative.
We detected the FeKα emission line with > 99% significance in the "Total" image in four of the five lenses for Data Set 2, except HE 1104−1805 with a significance value of 96% (see Table 4 ). We report weak detections in Q J0158−4325 image B, HE 0435−1223 images B and D, and Q 2237+0305 image D. For HE 1104−1805 image B, we were unable to obtain a stable fit that included the iron emission line. The non-detection of the iron line in Data Set 1 for Q J0158−4325 image B or HE 0435−1223 image D is in agreement with Chen et al. (2012) , and we have weak line detections in these two images in Data Set 2 and in the combined data set as well. Protassov et al. (2002) showed that the F-test should be used with caution when testing the significance of emission line detections since the data may not necessarily follow an F-distribution. If the models are well constrained, Protassov et al. (2002) provided a method to calibrate the F statistic using Monte Carlo simulations of the spectra. Following this method and the example of Dai et al. (2003) , we generated ten thousand simulated spectra for each image of each object in all data sets to evaluate the significance of the detected emission lines. We used the XSPEC command fakeit to simulate the spectra. We fixed the null model parameters (not including the emission line) to the best fit values listed in Tables 2-4. These simulated spectra were then grouped exactly like the real data and fit with the null model and the model with the line. From the fits, we calculated the F statistic of the simulated spectra for each image of each object and compared it to the F statistic from the real data. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the F statistics from the simulated spectra, the F statistic from the real data, and the analytical F distribution for image A of Q J0158−4325 as an example. We then calculated the significance of the real data's F statistics by calculating the percentage of the simulated spectra having an F statistic greater than or equal to that of the real data. These calibrated F test significances from the Monte Carlo simulations are given in Tables 2-4 . In these tables, we see that the differences between the Monte-Carlo and analytical significances are small for most of the images. We also note that the differences are much larger for the low significance emission lines.
We also generated simulated spectra to test if the stacked EW measurements are comparable to averaged individual EW measurements, since the line is observed to be a variable between individual observations of gravitational lenses (Chartas et al. 2017) . Figure 7 compares these two EWs giving a mean difference of 0.0065 keV with a standard deviation of 0.42 keV which is only slightly larger than the 1σ uncertainties of the stacked EW measurements. These results show that the stacking process does not bias the mean of the EW from a sequence of observations.
The line energies are measured to be within the range of 5.8 to 6.8 keV, and the widths of the lines are mostly 1-2σ broad compared to the measurement uncertainties. For Q 2237+0305, the line widths are measured from 0.41 to 0.66 keV with 4-8σ broad, confirming the broad line nature first claimed in Dai et al. (2003) . The energy range and broadness of the lines are consistent with Fe Kα emission originated from a few r g around spinning black holes and viewed at different inclination angles, and those 1-2σ broad line width measurements are due to the poor signal-to-noise ratios. We plot the rest-frame EW and lensing corrected X-ray luminosity of our sample for the five lenses using the results in Table 2 for the Total and individual images and compare with the Iwasawa-Taniguchi or X-ray Baldwin effect, an inverse correlation between the EW of metal emission lines and the X-ray Luminosity. The relation was first discovered by Iwasawa & Taniguchi (1993) for neutral FeKα lines and the 2-10 keV X-ray luminosity. Fukazawa et al. (2011) later showed that the trend holds by including the ionized FeKα lines and at 10-50 keV X-ray luminosity as well using 88 nearby Seyfert galaxies observed by Suzaku. We adopt the fit from Chen et al. (2012) to the sample of Fukazawa et al. (2011) as
The lensed sample shows a positive EW offset from the unlensed systems (Figures 8-9 ). For our targets, the predicted rest-frame EW are between 0.08 to 0.15 keV with the mean at 0.11 keV, while the measured values have a range between 0.2-0.7 keV with the mean at 0.42 keV. Since our sample of AGN are at high redshifts z ∼ 2, it is possible that the properties of the Fe Kα line are different from the local sample. However, several studies on high redshift non-lensed samples show little evolution of the EW of Fe Kα from the local sample, such as the stacking analyses of Chandra deep field sources (Falocco et al. 2012 (Falocco et al. , 2013 with the average EW of 0.07 and 0.14 keV reported. The Fe Kα line of the two brightest sources in the field were measured to have EW of 0.2 keV (Iwasawa et al. 2015) .
Here, we attribute this offset as a microlensing effect, because microlensing signals are stronger for smaller sources leading to the conclusion that the reflection region is more compact than the X-ray corona. Although there are low magnification regions in the magnification patterns, the current sample focuses on lenses with on-going microlensing activities and those non-active lenses usually are not well observed.
MICROLENSING ANALYSIS
We performed a microlensing analysis to interpret the positive EW offset measured in lensed quasars. In magnitude units, we have
where f is the differential magnification magnitude between the magnification of the reflection region and the corona. Here, we have included a modest evolution effect, assuming that the rest-frame EW of high redshift quasars are higher than the local ones to be EW f it = 0.2 keV (Iwasawa et al. 2015) .
We generated magnification maps of these five lenses using the inverse polygon mapping algorithm (Mediavilla et al. 2006 (Mediavilla et al. , 2011b . These magnification maps are 16,000 2 pixels and each pixel has a length scale of 0.685 r g for the five lenses. The rest of the pertinent magnification map properties are listed in Table 5 and further details on the magnification maps can be found in Guerras et al. (2017) . We then generated images of "average" AGN corona and the reflection region that are modified by the relativistic effects caused by the black hole using the software KERTAP (Chen et al. 2013a . We assumed that the X-ray corona and reflection region are located very close to the disk, follow a common power-law emissivity profile, I ∝ r −n , and are in Keplerian motion. The models have three parameters: the Kerr spin parameter a of the black hole, the power-law index for the emissivity profile of the reflection region n, and the inclination angle of the accretion disk. To simplify the analysis, we set the inclination angle to 40 degrees, a typical inclination angle for Type I AGN. The emissivity index n was varied from 3.0 to 6.2 in steps of 0.4 and the spin a was varied between 0 and 0.998 in steps of 0.1. Some example Kerr images of the emissivity profiles are shown in Figure 10 . These resulting images were then convolved with the magnification maps of each lens image to estimate the amount of microlensing that the corona and reflection region would experience at different locations of the magnification maps. We performed these convolutions in flux units and then converted to magnitude scales. We also tested to see if the orientation of the corona and reflection region with respect to the magnification map matters by rotating the images by 90 degrees, and in general this will not invoke a significant change in the parameter estimations discussed below.
The half light radius for the X-ray continuum emission is expected to be ∼10 r g (gravitational radii) (Dai et al. 2010; Mosquera et al. 2013) . For the simulated corona a half light radius of 10 r g corresponds to emissivity indices of n = 2.2 -3.4 for different spins. We then subtracted the two convolved magnification maps from the continuum and reflection models to estimate the differential microlensing between the two emission regions, f j = µ con − µ ref in magnitude units, as a function of source position on the magnification map for a lensed image and common values of a and n. We obtained distributions of these subtracted convolutions by making histograms of the values for randomly selected points in the subtracted convolved images.
We then performed a likelihood analysis using the microlensing magnification distributions and the EW s we measured in the data. For a given image and fixed n and a, the likelihood of the data given the model is
where A is a normalization constant and b j is the bin height of the jth value from the convolved histograms discussed previously. The chi-square is calculated from
f j (n, a) + 2.5 log 10 EW data − 2.5 log 10 EW f it 2.5EW err /(EW data ln 10)
where EW data and EW err are respectively the EW and the EW uncertainty from the spectra analysis done in Section 3 and f j is the amount of differential microlensing between the continuum and reflection regions in magnitudes. Using Equations 2-5, we then have a likelihood as a function of n and a, the index of the emissivity profile and spin parameter, for each image of each object. Examples for Q 2237+0305 A and Q J0158−4325 A are shown in Figure 11 , where we plot the model likelihood ratios compare to the a = 0.9 and n = 5.8 model. We then combined the likelihoods of all the images from a target
where B is the new normalization constant and the multiplication applies to all the images of the target. After calculating L total (n, a) for a grid of (n, a) combinations, we can then marginalize over either a or n to obtain the posterior probability for the emissivity index or spin, separately. Figures 12 and 13 show the marginalized probabilities for the spin and emissivity index parameters. For Q 2237+0305, we obtain tight constraints on both the spin and emissivity index parameters with well established probability peaks, and the 68% and 90% confidence limits for the spin parameter are a > 0.92 and a > 0.83, respectively, where we linearly interpolate the probabilities to match the designated limits. The corresponding 68% and 90% confidence limits for the emissivity index are n > 5.4 and n > 4.9 for Q 2237+0305. Compared to other targets, Q 2237+0305 has the longest exposure among the sample, the line EWs have small relative uncertainties, and the EW deviations from the Iwasawa-Taniguchi relation are large, and because of these factors, the constraints for Q 2237+0305 are strong. For the remaining four targets Q J0158−4325, HE 0435−1223, SDSS J1004+4112, and HE 1104−1805, the individual constraints are weak. However, since the shapes of the probability distributions are similar (Figure 12 right) , we jointly constrain the remaining targets by multiplying the probability functions, yielding 68% and 90% limits of a = 0.8 ± 0.16 and a > 0.41 for the spin parameter and n = 4.0 ± 0.8 and n = 4.2 ± 1.2 for the emissivity index. We need to remove Q 2237+0305 from the joint sample; otherwise the probabilities for the joint sample will be dominated by a single object. We plot the two dimensional confidence contours of the two parameters for Q 2237+0305 and the remaining sample in Figure 14 . We can also bin the two-dimensional parameter space by the half-light radius after the Kerr lensing effect and calculate the corresponding probabilities in each bin. Figure 15 shows the normalized probabilities as a function of Fe Kα emission radius for Q 2237+0305 and the remaining joint sample in the logarithm scale. The half light radius are constrained to be < 2.4 r g and < 2.9 r g (68% and 90% confidence) for Q 2237+0305 and in the range of 5.9-7.4 r g (68% confidence) and 4.4-7.4 r g (90% confidence) for the joint sample.
DISCUSSION
Under the hypothesis that the higher average EW of lensed quasars for a monitoring sequence of observations is a microlensing effect, we explain the offset using a set of general relativistic corona, reflection, and microlensing models. We perform a microlensing analysis to obtain the likelihood as a function of the index of the emissivity profile for the reflection component and spins of black holes, which we have included a modest redshift evolution effect on the rest-frame EW of Fe Kα lines, such that the spin values obtained are more conservative.
For the joint constraint from a sample of four targets, our analysis showed that the relativistic reflection region is more likely to have an emissivity index of n = 4.0 ± 0.8 and a half light radius of 5.9-7.4 r g (1σ), and therefore originates from a more compact region relative to the continuum emission region. This result confirms the previous qualitative microlensing argument that point towards the reflection region belonging to a more compact region (e.g., Chen et al. 2012 ). The result also shows that the X-ray continuum cannot be a simple point source "lamppost" model. The spin value of the joint sample is constrained to be a = 0.8±0.16. This is in agreement with previous studies reporting high spin measurements (e.g., Reis et al. 2014 ; C.S. Reynolds 2014; M.T. Reynolds et al. 2014; Capellupo et al. 2015 Capellupo et al. , 2017 either in the local or high redshift samples. For Q 2237+0305, both the spin and emissivity index parameters are well constrained individually with a > 0.92 and n > 5.4 corresponding to 2.25-3 r g for spins between 0.9 and the maximal value. Overall, our spin measurements favor the "spin-up" black hole growth model, where most of the accretion occurs in a coherent phase with modest anisotropies, especially for z > 1 quasars (e.g., Dotti et al. 2013; Volonteri et al. 2013) .
Since this paper uses the relative microlensing magnification as a signal to constrain the emissivity profiles of the reflection region, the technique only probes the Fe Kα emission region comparable or smaller than the X-ray continuum emission regions. Emission lines originating from this compact region are theoretically predicted to have a broad line profile and with the peak energy varying with the inclination angle. The broad emission line widths, especially for Q 2237+0305 of ∼ 0.5 keV and 4-8 σ broad, and the range of line energies between 5.8-6.8 keV, provide the confirmation of this theoretical expectation. For the reflections that occur at much larger distances, at the outer portion of the accretion disk, disk wind, broad line region, or torus, they will result in a narrow Fe Kα line that is not sensitive to this technique. It is also quite possible that our sample is biased because we selected our targets based on their strong microlensing signals at optical wavelengths. However, since being microlensing active and having large spin values are independent, we do not see this bias will significantly affect our results. Furthermore, HE 1104−1805 B was the only image with no detectable Fe Kα features, suggesting that our somewhat limited exposure times were sufficiently large as to not introduce any non-detection bias. Reis et al. (2014) and M.T. Reynolds et al. (2014) fit a broad relativistic Fe Kα line to the stacked spectra of gravitationally lensed quasars. This technique assumes that the stacked Fe Kα line profile resembles the un-lensed line profile; however, the Fe Kα line peak is observed to be a variable between observations (Chartas et al. 2017) . Although this technique has a different set of systematic uncertainties, the resulting constraints are quite similar to the analysis results from this paper. For Q 2237+0305, the line fitting method has yielded a = 0.74
(90% confidence, M.T. Reynolds et al. 2014) , and the constraint in this paper is a > 0.83 (90% confidence). Both studies show that Q 2237+0305 has a large spin values, while the analysis here points more to a maximal value. The steep emissivity profiles measured in this paper are also broadly consistent with those measurements from local AGN, such as MCG-6-30-15 (Vaughan & Fabian 2004; Miniutti et al. 2007 ), 1H0707−495 (Zoghbi et al. 2010; Dauser et al. 2012) , and IRAS 13224−3809 (Ponti et al. 2010) . These steep emission profiles can be resulted by combining the light bending, vertical Doppler boost, or ionization effects to produce slopes as steep as n ∼ 7 (Vaughan & Fabian 2004; Fukumura & Kazanas 2007; Svoboda et al. 2012) .
Unfortunately, the spin measurement technique presented in this paper can only be used to analyze the small sample of targets whose X-ray spectra can be measured with sufficient signal-to-noise ratios using the current generation of X-ray telescopes. The next generation X-ray telescopes with an order of magnitude increase in the effective area will allow these measurements in a much larger sample. Ideally, we need sub-arcsec angular resolutions to resolve the lensed images to increase the constraining power for the size and spin measurements. However, a similar analysis can be applied to the total image of the lensed quasars, where the requirement for the angular resolution is less crucial, because the analysis relies on the time-averaged relative microlensing signals between the Xray continuum and Fe Kα emission regions. In addition, quasar microlensing can induce variability in the polarization signals, especially the polarization angle , which can be detected by future X-ray polarization missions and put constraints on quasar black hole spins independently. Bin Counts Figure 7 . Histogram of the difference between stacked simulated spectra EWs and averaged simulated spectra EWs. Red curve is the gaussian fit to the histogram. Fit gives a standard deviation of 0.42 keV and a mean of 0.0065 keV. Since the peak is very near to zero and the standard deviation is similar to the observed 1σ errors for the EW, this means that stacking the spectra is comparable to fitting each individual observation and averaging the results. Figure 9 . EW versus Luminosity for the individual images of all five lenses using the Combined Data Set. Squares are the data points from this analysis. The blue and red lines show the mean and scatter of the fit from Chen et al. (2012) to the unlensed Seyfert galaxies observed by Suzaku in Fukazawa et al. (2011) and shown in Figure 8 . Figure 11 . Sample model likelihood ratios as a function of the differential microlensing magnitude for Q 2237+0305 A (left) and Q J0158−4325 A (right). The logarithm likelihood ratios are between the model of (n = 5.8, a = 0.9) and the models of (n = 3.8, a = 0, black), (n = 3.8, a = 0.9, red) and (n = 5.8, a = 0.0, green). The vertical dashed lines indicate the observed differential microlensing magnitude range including uncertainties. 
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